
 
 
Blue Diamond Ventures Inc. launches Israeli Operation to Develop Standards 
 
New office for BLDV in Israel will manage the development 

of Sanitation & Cleaning Protocols for Cannabis-Clean  

September 26, 2017 Blue Diamond Ventures Inc. (OTC PK: BLDV) Denver, 
Colorado / Tel-Aviv, Israel 
 
Blue Diamond Ventures Inc. (BLDV) will open an Israeli office 
next month to manage the development of new Cleaning and 
Sanitation Protocols. The work product produced will become 
the core of Cannabis-Clean’s comprehensive offering directed 
at Cannabis Growers, Processors and Dispensaries. The new 
total facility approach will focus on a combination of 
procedures, equipment, supplies and training to build good 
sanitation practice into the design of new facilities, and retrofit 
when possible into existing cannabis facilities. 

Cannabis-Clean has provided BLDV with a solid base in the Cannabis market in Colorado for over two 
years.  Steve McMorrow, the President of Cannabis-Clean and a Director for BLDV says “We believe that 
the work being done in Israel will represent the state-of-the-art for sanitation in Cannabis Growing and 
Processing Facilities” McMorrow continued “It’s all about compliance, by adopting proven methods, 
growers can ensure that their products will pass the stricter testing being employed.” 

Cannabis-Clean is transitioning from a janitorial type contractor to a “parts and smarts” approach to 

Sanitation and Cleaning. Leveraging the experience of Blue Diamond Consulting in building and 

construction, the new approach will produce a customized set of procedures for each facility. “We are using 

the same principles employed by the energy services sector” said Josh Alper CEO of BLDV, “Capture the data 

with a comprehensive building inspection, or review a set of plans, and then apply the proven solutions.” 

 
Jonathan Alper will be back in Israel next week to finalize the new company. The office in Israel will 

initially be focused on the scope for Cannabis-Clean, and will then serve as a base to expand the goals of 

BLDV in Israel and pursue projects with local partners. 

About BLDV: 
 
 
Blue Diamond Ventures, Inc. is a diversified customer centric Management / Holding Company; Blue 

Diamond Ventures, Inc. seeks opportunities in various markets and is driven by critical thinking, the scientific 

method and compassionate ways to deliver sustainable results. 

 

About Cannabis-Clean: 

 

Cannabis-Clean is a trade name of Clean 1st LLC. (a wholly owned subsidiary of BLDV) Clean 1st / Cannabis Clean is a 

technology company that seeks to establish the standard for cleaning and sanitation in the Cannabis 

Industry. Focus on Education, Training, Proven Solutions and Reliable Equipment make Cannabis-Clean one 

of the leading brands in Colorado. 

 



Safe Harbor: 
 

This press release contains forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are subject to 

several risks, assumptions, and uncertainties that could cause the Company's actual results to differ 

materially from those projected in such statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date 

made and are not guarantees of future performance. We undertake no obligation to publicly revise any 

forward-looking statements. 
 
 

Contact: 
 

Blue Diamond Ventures Inc. 
535 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 3001, Chicago, Illinois, 60611 
Joshua B. Alper Chief Executive Officer 
(844) 637-6377     info@bldvinc.com   www.bldvinc.com 
 

 

 
 


